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Python Pocket Reference, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2001
This pocket reference covers the latest Python release 2.2. It is a short, concise reference for the Python programming language, and its most commonly used libraries and tools. Designed to be a quick and easy to use resource for developers, this book serves as a natural companion to O'Reilly's Learning Python and...
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The Ultimate Web Marketing GuideQue, 2010

	EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WEB, MOBILE, & SOCIAL MARKETING!

	
		
			Your expert, up-to-the-minute, A-Z reference & how-to guide

	
	
		
			Choose the right goals, media, & tools

	
	
		...
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Disciplined Agile Delivery: A Practitioner's Guide to Agile Software Delivery in the Enterprise (IBM Press)IBM Press, 2012

	Master IBM’s Breakthrough DAD Process Framework for Succeeding with Agile in Large, Complex, Mission-Critical IT Projects


	 


	It is widely recognized that moving from traditional to agile approaches to build software solutions is a critical...
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Instant Microsoft Forefront UAG Mobile Configuration StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	UAG provides your employees, clients, or partners secure remote access to your vital corporate resources, while delivering a seamless integration with your existing network environment. UAG is able to optimize content for different mobile devices, and is also able to publish complex applications in a simple manner. You are also able to...
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ASP.NET Core 2 Fundamentals: Build cross-platform apps and dynamic web services with this server-side web application frameworkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Imagine the boost in business if you can build large, rich web applications with little code and built-in Windows authentication. With this book, you can gain skills to develop real-world applications with ASP.NET Core 2.

	
		Key Features

		
			Adopts the application-centric approach to explain core...
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SQL All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Master queries for any SQL database!   

   Your one-stop guide to building and maintaining relational databases with SQL   

   If you're looking for a good general reference on SQL, look no further. This all-in-one guide delivers the goods on all major SQL topics, from basic concepts to the...
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Windows Sysinternals Administrator's ReferenceMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		The Sysinternals Suite is a set of over 70 advanced diagnostic and troubleshooting utilities
		for the Microsoft Windows platform written by me—Mark Russinovich—and Bryce Cogswell.
		Since Microsoft’s acquisition of Sysinternals in 2006, these utilities have been available for
		free download from...
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Cisco BSCI Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 642-801)Que, 2003
The Exam Cram Method of study focuses on exactly what you need to getcertified now. In this book you'll learn how to:

	
    Distinguish the differences between link-state and distance vector protocols, and classfull and classless routing

    

...
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HTTP: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2002
Behind every web transaction lies the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) --- the language of web browsers and servers, of portals and search engines, of e-commerce and web services. Understanding HTTP is essential for practically all web-based programming, design, analysis, and administration. 
 
While the basics of HTTP are elegantly...
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Actionable Web Analytics: Using Data to Make Smart Business DecisionsSybex, 2007
Getting ROI from the Web Is Everyone's Job   

   Right now someone is clicking on your website, and knowing everything you can about those clicks and the people that make them is a business imperative. That's the first of a set of compelling business lessons distilled from the authors' decade of experience with the...
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Crystal Reports 9 on OracleMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Create dynamic, effective reports from Oracle databases using Crystal Reports 9  and the extensive information in this practical resource. Learn to use one of  the most powerful data analysis tools to draw information from Oracle databases,  query and rank data, consolidate results, and develop integrated, interactive  reports. Plus, leverage the...
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Neo4j High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and administer scalable graph database systems for your applications using Neo4j


	About This Book

	
		Explore the numerous components that provide abstractions for pretty much any functionality you need from your persistent graphs
	
		Familiarize yourself with how to test the...
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